Familial pancreatic cancer: a review.
The cause of pancreatic cancer remains elusive. The most consistently identified epidemiological risk factor is cigarette smoking. Genetic factors are known to play a significant role in perhaps 5% of the total pancreatic cancer burden. Recent discoveries in molecular biology, particularly germline mutations in inherited conditions which feature pancreatic cancer as an integral part of the tumor spectrum such as in adenomatosis polyposis and hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer, provide powerful incentive to search for other "cancer genes" in this heterogeneous disease. Early detection of this dreadful disease is crucial because its mortality rate approximates its incidence; the ability to identify high-risk patients on the basis of genetic analysis would significantly enhance the potential for early diagnosis. This review addresses the genetic epidemiology of pancreatic cancer and updates our views on screening, surgery, chemotherapy, and genetic counseling, all of which must be used to gain value from genetic predictability of risk status.